Metaphor Answer Key
metaphor meanings | figurative language worksheets - name:_____key metaphor meanings figurative
language includes special forms that writers use to help readers make a strong connection to their words. a
metaphor is one kind of figurative language. it makes a direct comparison of two unlike things. you can tell the
difference answer key for metaphors - bing - riverside-resort - answer key for metaphors.pdf free pdf
download now!!! source #2: answer key for metaphors.pdf free pdf download there could be some typos (or
mistakes) below (html to pdf converter made them): simile, metaphor, hyperbole, or personification
worksheet - figurative language worksheet – answer key directions: label: simile, metaphor, hyperbole,
personification. explain. example: the baby cow was as big as a house. _hyperbole__ _exaggeration “as big as
a house”_____ 1. her smile was as sweet as sunshine on a rainy day. __simile_____ __comparison using like or
as_____ 2. the following are the only examples of figurative language ... - answer key study guide
figurative language assessment 1 the following are the only examples of figurative language that will be
assessed: 1. simile—a simile compares two unlike things by using the words “like” or “as.” 2. metaphor—a
metaphor compares two unlike objects. 3. hyperbole—extreme exaggeration 4. the metaphor family superteacherworksheets - the metaphor family by lill pluta my brother is a dragon. my mom’s a teddy bear.
i am a shaggy sheepdog with a ton of tangled hair. my father is a monkey. he likes to make us laugh,
especially my sister, who is a tall giraffe. we are a busy family with many things to do. alliteration
onomatopoeia metaphor simile hyperbole ... - examples of idioms don't rock the boat-do not cause
problemsgoing out on a limb-taking a risk hit the road-leave hit the hay/sack-you are going to go to sleep i'm
all ears-ready to listen lend someone a hand-help someone out that is over her/his head-they don't understand
penny pincher-someone who does not spend a lot of money and likes to buy things cheap simile and
metaphor student worksheet - simile and metaphor student worksheet simile examples: she is as sweet as
candy. bob runs like a deer. the willow’s music is like a soprano. she slept like a log. he is as thin as a rail.
metaphor examples: my dad is a bear. the bar of soap was a slippery eel. the light was the sun during our test.
he hogged the road. she toyed with the idea. name: period: date: similes and metaphors - a metaphor is
a figure of speech in which two unlike things are compared without the use of like or as. a metaphor takes the
form of a direct statement (or direct comparison ). for example: dad is a bear today. metaphors are often
defined by their use of the word is, as compared to similes which use the words like or as. identifying
figurative language – worksheet 1 - identifying figurative language – worksheet 1 carefully read the lines
of poetry below. note that the slashes (/) represent line breaks. determine which technique is being used:
simile, metaphor, hyperbole or personification. then, explain your answer. it may be possible for more than
one technique to be used. 1. the speaker is comparing his mind to a puddle. - simile and metaphor
worksheet 3 directions: read each example. determine whether each is a simile or metaphor. choose your
answer and explain which two things are being compared. example: my mind is a puddle in the street
reflecting green. this is an example of... figurative anguage matching aswe ke - flocabulary - ame _____
date _____ match each example to the literary device it uses. some examples may use more than one device.
metaphor answer key - educandomatematicos - metaphor answer key epub. download metaphor answer
key in epub format in the website you will find a large variety of epub, pdf, kindle, audiobook, and books. such
as manual user help metaphor answer key epub comparability suggestions and comments of accessories you
can use with your metaphor answer key pdf etc. some super similes - superteacherworksheets - answer
key some super similes choose the best ending for each common simile. 1. f as sweet as... a. a snail 2. j as old
as... b. lightning 3. i as big as... c. a beaver 4. e as strong as... d. silk 5. a as slow as... e. an ox 6. k as quiet
as... f. sugar 7. c as busy as... g. a fox 8. g as sly as... h. a toothpick ...
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